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ABSTRACT 
A novel illumination con~pensation scheme for sprite coding is 
presented in this paper. Inter-frame pixel discrepancy due to the 
effect of frustrating illumination conditions is one of the major 
challenges for ntosf correlatioiidased global motion estimators. 
Our proposed system ciiiploys a lighting conipensation technique, 
by means of some frame divlsion operations. to eliminate the effect 
of illumination variation before motion estimation is conducted. 
The background inforniatioii is then expressed in ternis of our 
' proposed mosaic based representation which can efficiently handle 
sequenMs involving fnistrating illumination condition. This 
dfectively increases the robusmess of the global motion estimator. 
Meanwhile. this allows the normalization of the lighting conditions 
of each image in the sequence with respect to a particular base 
frame and gives rise to 3 sprite image characterized wvithglobal 
illumination homogeneity. Esperimental results show that our 
proposed technique manages to increase the coding efficiency of 
video seqirences which involve 3 strong variation of lighting 
conditions (up to 10 dB iniprovenient). and is suitable for the sprite 
coding application i n  MPEG-4. 
1. INTRODUCriON 
Global niotion estimation is one of the essential tasks in image 
processing and video compression fields. Sprite coding is an 
important core technique lor video compression using global 
motion estimation and i t  i s  included as pait of the coding standard. 
MPEG-4. for object-based coding. Sprite coding techniques 
involve gcncration of a high-rcsoliition i111agC cnllcd spritc. Thc 
iniage is composed of information belonging to objects visible 
througbout the video sequence. Usually the background objects are 
coded and the correspmding sprite is called "background mosaic". 
The essential process involved in the generation oftlie background 
mosaic is the esliniatioii of global motions. Irani, Anandan and 
Hsull] proposed a series of extensions to mosaic based 
representations of vidco sequenccs. D u h u  and Konrad[2] and 
Szeliski[3] proposed to estimate the global motion by an iterative 
iiiininiizatioii of the fraine difkrcnce error. Smolic, Sikora aid 
Ohnr[J] proposed to employ a recursive closed-loop prediction 
scheme to reduce the error accumulation pimblem. Keller and 
Averbnch[S] proposed a Cast gradient based approach successfiiliy 
cutting computational complesity u p  to 33 folds. Lu. Gao and 
Wu[6] proposed a sprite coding sclieiiie employing directional 
spatial-prcdiction tcchniquc. 
In this paper. wt: propose a novel spritc generatioa technique which 
manages to handle video sequences with strong variation of 
atniospheric lighting conditions and express the background object 
information in ternis of a single layered mosaic based 
'representation. Generally speaking, one of the weaknesses for 
major global motion estimation tzchniques is the unreliability for 
handling sequences with background variations. One of the 
common background vainiio:i phenomena i s  the variaiion of 
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atniospheric lighting condition. We propose an illumination 
compensation technique which can raise the robustness of global 
motion estimator by eliminating the de-correlation effect between 
fmnies due to a change of lighting environment and propose a 
mosaic based representation to code the back6round. With the 
illuinination norinslimtion effect. all the frames can be normalized 
with respect to a chosen frame in terms of the lighting condition 
and subsequentiy a sprite image with illumination homogeneity is 
constructed. The lighting information of individual frame is coded 
separately and the reconstructed frames can be denormalized 
accordingty to restore the original sequence during decoding stage. ' , 
2. ILLUMINATION COMPENSATION 
In conventional static sprite coding schemell], the background 
scene is represented by a static image. For high coding efficiency. 
there is a vital hypothesis that the intensity stmcttires of a time- 
varying image are approximately constant under motion for at least 
a short duration. Therefore, conventional static sprite image cannot 
coherently represent the intensity variation over the time interval 
defined by the illumination-condition-varying video shot In 
addition, conventional motion estimators['l] cannot accurately 
estimate the true motion activities between frames under different 
lighting conditions. To efficiently handle this problem. an image 
I(x,y) can be decomposed into two components: n reflectance 
iniage R(x,y) and an illumination image L(x,y). Barrow and 
Tenenbaum[Sj introduced the term "intrinsic images" to refer to 
the decomposition. The. reflectance image describes the physical 
surface reflectance properties of the objects in the iniage and the 
illumination image describes the light intensity distribution over 
the image at that instant of time. The three images are related by 
Ideally, the reflectance images of a video sequence are extracted 
and are used to construct a static sprite image using conventional 
global motion cstimation tcchniqucs[2,3,45]. Unforhinetcly. 
decomposition of a single image into hvo intrinsic images is a 
classic ill-posed problem as the number of unknowns is twice the 
niiniber of equations. Assumptions have to be made for feasible 
decomposition. Weiss[9] proposed to employ the assumption that. 
the distribution ofthe derivative filtered images is sparse. Land and 
McCann[10] proposed a Retinex theory and assumed that the . 
reflectance image i s  piecewise constant. Kiminel, Elad, Shaked. 
Keshet niid Sobel[ll] proposed a variational framework for 
Retinex and a new model was proposed. Mataishita, Nishino, 
Ikeuchi and Sakauchi[ 121 proposed to use this technique to remove 
shadows for video surveillance purpose. 
In this paper, we a~sirnie that the reflectance of a scene is constant 
over rime while the illumination iniage varies from time to time to 
account for the lighting conditions. The underlying concern of our 
proposed representation is to separate the factor of the varying 
illumination from the images so as to facilitate the coding 
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ett-iciency and the global niotion estimation process. Instead of 
decomposing the reflectance images from 3 video sequence, the 
illumination ratio of each frame and a reference frame is computed 
aiid encoded. We arbitrary choose the first frame of the sequence to 
bc the reference for sirtlplicity. As the reflectance of the scene is 
constant. the ratio is identical to the ratio of the illumination 
images 3s stated below 
nhcrc l o . f m , L 0 ,  L,, are the first frame, ni-th fnine, first 
i~lumination image and ni-th illumination images, respectively. 
.A,,,, is the registration matrix denoting tlie global iiiotions 
bGtwerri fmme in a id  fraine 0 and M C ( I ~ , L J & ~ )  denotes the 
global motion compensated frame of I m  using . The ratio 
R,, ( q v )  denotes tlie illun~ination ratio betwemi frame m and 
frame 0. By computing the ratio R, (XJ )  , the illuniination 
variation factor i s  extracted. Therefore, frame 111 can he normalized, 
in the sense of global illumination. with respect to the first frame 
bv the followilg simplc division operation. 
(3) 
when: I ' n ,  (.r.v) is fraine m under the illumination condition as 
frame 0. However, it is a paradox that an image cam be normalized 
once the registration matrix .A,",, is estimated while accurate 
estiniation O S  global motions requires that one of the images be 
normalized with respect to the otlier. To resolve this problem, we 
assunie that ihc ihinination is uniform over the images. Rm (1,~) 
i s  approximated tr, making use of the registration matrix of the 
previous frame .4 - I  and -the mean of Rm(x,y) is used to 
normalize thecnrrent iuinge I,, (s,y) . 
(51 
where &y,j,) nnd ima ( x , Y )  are respectively the approximated 
ratio image mid nomidized image in  with respect to image 0. 
Subsequently. is estimated using I , , , ' ( . x , y )  . Io(,r?y) and 
.-ln,-j. Finally. (Y. -v) is computed using (2) and (3). With all 
the frames nornialized and registered, a sprite image having 
honiogeiieous lighting condition of the scene can then be 
constructed using the conventional methoc(Z.41. 
111 the decoding stage. the reconstructed image is warped from the 
sprite. which is tinder tlie lighting condition of rlie first frame, and 
is de-normalized to its original illuniination conditioii. 
wlicre sprite and jm(x,y) , 3172 thc spritc imagc and thc 
reconstructed frame m respectively. W(,yjtqA,,)  is the warped 
image from the sprite using registration matrix A,,, . With the 
assumption that the lighting effect is globally uniform and the 
energy of ~ , ( x , y )  mainly concentrates on the IOW frequency part. 
We propose to transform Rn,(x,y)  using the 2D DCT and encode 
only the first six IOW frequency coefficients. These six coefficients 
are referred to as illumination compensation coetXcients(iCC) of 
h n e  m. 
3 THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed system employs our earlier robust global niohon 
estimation scheme[l3] as the basis of the encoder. Fig. ]{a) shows 
the structure of the system proposed in this paper. To reduce error 
accumulation, a particular frame in the history of time. frame k, is 
chosen to be the reference for motion estimation[l3]. Registration 
of the current frame, frame m+l. i s  accomplished by projecting 
frame m+l into the space of frame k using registration matrix 
AM* to generate frame z. Subsequently, the global motion between 
frame z and frame k is estimated. Initially, the reference frame is 
chosen to be the first frame of the sequence. The current frame, 
frame m+l, would replace the reference frame if the relative 
displacement between tlie current frame and the reference fraine is 
large. This can be detected if either the overlapping area between 
the registered current frame and the reference frame is smaller than 
3 threshold T i  or the non-overlap area is larger than a threshold T2. 
= w x h - T ,  and T, = w x h x N r  (7 ) 
where U' and 11 are the width and height of the frame respectively. 
Nr is a parameter defined hetweer 0 and I controlling the value of 
the two thresholds. 
Fig. I(b) shows the details of the block "Motion estimation and 
ICC estimation" in Fig. ](a). Initially, a rough illumination 
compensation operation is perfornied for frame z with respect to 
frame k. Subsequently, global motions between frame k and frame 
z i s  estimated generating registration matrix 1~ . Finally. ICC 
of frame m+l is estimated using frame ni+I and iIlumination 
compensated frame k, with respect to the first frame. 
Fig. I(c) shows the details of the block "Initial illumination 
compensation" in Fig. I(b). Firstly, pixels of frame k are divided 
by pixels of frame z to generate the ratio image. R(x ,y ) .  As frame 
z is not properly registered to frame k, only the DC component of 
R(.y,y) Is considered. Frame z is then illumination compensated 
with respect to frame k by multiplying each pixel by the nienn 
value of R( x,y) generating illumination compensated frame z. 
Fig. I(d) shows the details ofthe block "Global motion estimation" 
in Fig. I(b) which atteinpts to estimate the global motion between 
frame k and illumination compensated frame z in a coarseto-fine 
manner. The estimator firstly builds two threelevel pyramids for 
frame k aid the illumination coiiipensated frame z using a lowpass 
filter. Subsequently. the initial translation is estimated at the top 
level of the pyramids using a thresstep search matching. The 
illumination compensated frame z is then motion compensated 
using the estimated global motion again for subsequent GME. At 
the medium-level, the partial distortion search algorithm is 
employed to estimate inotioii vectors of some selected pixel blocks 
with a search range of 1 2  . The block selection technique 
employed is our earlier work on global motion estimation[l4]. The 
aim is to exclude blocks of pixels. which mainly consist of highly 
texture area or homogeneous area, to avoid aperture problem and to 
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rednce the chance of trapping into a local minimum for fast 
gradient method in the later stage. Registration matrix A*, i n  the 
forin of affine motion modell is obtained in  the least square sense. 
The block-based global motion estimation is performed again in 
the baselevel with a search range of f 4  and the resultant 
registration matrix -zl& i s  refined iteratively using the fast gradient 
method proposed by Keller and Averbuch[5]. Finally, the 
estiniatcd A, is then concatenated with by simple matrix 
multiplication to obtain A(,,,+,,, . 
ICC of Estimation and ICC 
Framem+l 
P i X d  
dlvlrlon =+?: Frame k Compmnsallon 
Fig. I (a)Block dingraiii of the global nrotion estiniafioti 
nlgoritliat. Frame a i + l  is proiecfrd to forni franie I using 
regisiislmtion ninlrix A(mk). (b) Detrrils of he  rimtion estiniafion 
mtd ICC esfiiirntiori block in (a). (e) Details of the initial 
illtrniinalion comrperrsalioi~ block iii (b). (d) Details of the global 
rriofioii estiiiinfioion block in (6). {e) Details of the ICC estimation 
block in (bj. 
Ill”mlnaIl.3” 
compsnsalmd 
a+md jk 
Fig. l(e) shows the details of the block “ICC estimation” of Fig. 
I(b). After the estimation ofregistration matrix dml,k, the ICC of 
frame m + l ,  with respect to the first frame. c p ~  be estimated. Frame 
mt1  is firstly global motion compensated using .4mI,k and the 
result is divided by the illumination compensated frame k, with 
respect to the first frame, generating the ratio frame R,,(x, J )  . 
Finally. 2D DCT of R,+,(x,  y )  is performed and the first six low 
frequency coefficients, (co,cI,c2,c3,c4,c5) in the zigzag scao 
order as shown in Fig. 2. are taken to form the illumination 
compensation coefficients (ICC) of frame m+l.  Finally. the 
estiniated registration matrix dlHl)k IS concate~ii~ted to to give 
the longtenu registration niatrix4m+,,, . 
I 
Fig. I Six illtrniimtion conipenmrion coe?cietrls 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF SPRITE 
In the construction of the sprite, we employ our earlier 
techniqiie[l3] by choosing the frame having the highest resolution 
of the scene to be the base frame. Before projecting and blending 
the frames on to the space of the chosen base frame. each of the 
frame is normalized with respect to the illumination condition of 
the first frame according to the estimated ICC as stated in equation 
(3). This operation allows a construction of a sprite having 
homogeneous lighting condition over the scene. 
Io the decoding stage, images are forined by the projection of the 
sprite according to the estimated registration matrixes. As images 
produced are all normalized with respect to the first image, it is 
necessary to denormafize the lighting conditions according to their 
respective ICC to complete the frame reconstruction operations 
5. EXF’ERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In this section, we will show some experimental results using our 
proposed system. Four test sequences with CIF format including 
150 frames were tested, namely “Stefan” (3521r240), “Coast 
Giiard” (3521c288), and two of our homemade sequences. 
”Zooniln” (352x240) and “Brighter” (352x288). The first two 
sequences are provided with segmentation mask while the last two 
sequences do not involve foreground object. Sequence “Brighter” 
invoIves a significant amount of variation in lighting conditions 
while sequence “Zoomln” involves a considerable amount of zoom 
operations in which the automatic gain contra1 feature of the 
camera causes the atmospheric brightness variation in the frames. 
In our experiments, we chose to use perspective motion model to 
describe the global motions (with Nr = 0.1). Fig. 3(a) depicts the 
sprite image generated with our system for sequence ‘-Stefan”. Fig. 
3(b) and (c) show the sprite images having homogeneous 
illumination condition as the first franic for sequencg “Zoomln” 
and “Brighter”. Fig. 4(a) to (c) show some of the decoded and de 
normalized frames from sequence “Brighter” which involves 
strong variations of lighting conditions. This shows that our  
proposed system can effectively handle sequences with a strong 
variation of lighting conditions. 
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. Table 1 depicts the quality of the reconstructed frames generated 
by different codine systems. These two systems niake w e  of the 
sanie global motion estiniator as described i n  section 3 and the 
reconstnicted frames are empared with the original sequences. 
Gencrally speaking, our system with illuniination conipensation(1C) 
feature outperforms tlie system without IC feature except for 
sequence . CoastGuard‘ . For sequences “Stefan” and “Coa:;tGuard”, 
variations of lighting condition is insignificant and the effect of IC 
feature is unimprtant. The variation of seawater pa.tteni in 
sequence “CoastGuard” might account for the quality degradatxon 
in the reconstructed frames using the IC feature. For sequences 
“ZooniIn” and “Brighter”, the advantage of the proposed IC feature 
is revealed especially for sequence “Brighter” which involves a 
strong variation o f  lighting conditions. The quality iniprovanient is 
mainly brought by the increase in robustness of the global motion 
estimator. as the illumination i s  compensated before processing. ’ 
and the capability of our proposed sprite coding schemi: which 
manages to dynamically vary the lighting condition accordingly for 
frame reconstnrction. Table I also shows tlie perfonnancc of the 
proposed system 
Fig 3 Spriie generated by o w  proposed qsteiti (a,IStefan 
Ib)ZoomIn (c)Brighr 
( a )  decoded fianir 0 (b) decoded l’ranue 48 (c)decoded fianie 149 
Fig. 4 Decodrdfrmles for seqirence Bnghter 
Brighter ZoornIn Sequence I Stefan 1 Coast- I 13 Guard 
22.6SdB 1 23.45dB 1 20.63dB 1 27.87dB I 1 Systern w/o I IC* 
I I Z2.77dB I 22.99dB I 31.41dB I28.75dB I 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented a novel illumination compensaiion 
sclienie for sprite coding application. The proposed technique 
manages to estimate accurately the global motion activities for 
video sequences involving a strong variation of lighting conditions 
and to represent the illomination-valying scene of the sequence 
using a single layered sprite image. In most of the conventional 
correlation-based global motion estimators, the lighting effect 
severely weakens the reliability of the global motion estimation 
results. With our proposed illumination compensation technique. 
the lighting conditions of frames can be normalized with respect to 
the first frame. It also facilitates tlie improvemelit of accuracy in 
global niotion estimation. I n  addition, the sprite image can be 
constructed within a homogeneous illumination environment which 
greatly improves the visual quality of the decoded sequence with a 
strong lighting variation effect. 
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